b. LUIS POZADA. Probably identifiable with Luis Clemente Faustino POSADA Carriles who has been of operational interest to this Agency since April 1965. According to information dated 13 January 1965 from a young Cuban emigre with good access to Cuban activist groups and whose reporting has been generally reliable in the past, Luis Clemente POSADA Carriles was a member of the crew of a motor launch which was to be used January 1965 by the Junta Revolucionaria Cubana (JURE, Cuban Revolutionary Junta—an anti-Castro group) to infiltrate JURE leader Manuel RAY Rivero into Cuba. At the time of the report, the crew was in the Dominican Republic. The attempt to infiltrate RAY into Cuba was postponed due to mechanical difficulties with the launch; the crew was given leave to go to Miami. According to information dated September 1964, Subject was granted visa to the Dominican Republic. This office has no information to indicate that Subject travels to Santo Domingo and/or has been infiltrated into Cuba.